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Abstract

Mismodeling the uncertain, diffuse emission of Galactic origin can seriously bias the characterization of astrophysical $\gamma$-ray data, particularly in the region of the Inner Milky Way where such emission can make up $\gtrsim 80\%$ of the photon counts observed at $\sim$ GeV energies. We introduce a novel class of methods that use Gaussian processes and variational inference to build flexible background and signal models for $\gamma$-ray analyses with the goal of enabling a more robust interpretation of the make-up of the $\gamma$-ray sky, particularly focusing on characterizing potential signals of dark matter in the Galactic Center with data from the Fermi telescope.

1 Introduction

The nature of dark matter remains a major, persisting mystery in particle physics and cosmology today. One of the primary avenues to search for dark matter is through astrophysical indirect detection—looking for visible byproducts of dark matter annihilation or decay in dark matter-rich regions of the sky (see Refs. [1, 2] for a review). Indeed such a putative signal was identified in the inner regions of the Milky Way—the Galactic Center—over a decade ago using $\gamma$-ray data from the Fermi-LAT space telescope [3]. The origin of this signal, known as the Galactic Center Excess (GCE), has been hotly debated and remains contentious. The spatial and spectral properties of the signal were shown early on to be compatible with expectation from annihilating dark matter [4, 5]. More recently, the statistical properties of the signal were shown to prefer an explanation in terms of an unresolved population of $\gamma$-ray point sources (PSs) rather than annihilating dark matter using the 1-point statistics of photon counts [6] and a wavelet decompositions of the GCE signal [7]. The spatial morphology of the signal was subsequently also shown to prefer an astrophysical explanation [8–10].

Robustly characterizing the GCE signal is however complicated by the fact that the Galactic Center region contains significant background emission of diffuse Galactic origin sourced by cosmic rays interacting with the gas, dust, and charged particle populations in the Milky Way. While this Galactic background emission can be modeled using cosmic-ray propagation codes such as Galprop [11, 12] and Dragon [13], uncertainties in the properties of 3-D cosmic-ray transport, as well as the underlying distribution of interstellar gas and dust mean that large uncertainties in our knowledge these background components remain.

While the existence of the GCE has been shown to be generally robust to reasonable variation of the modeled diffuse emission [5, 14–16], its statistical interpretation as originating from a population of unresolved PSs can be be susceptible to mismodeling of the Galactic diffuse emission, to the extent of potentially mischaracterizing a dark matter signal as arising from a population of PSs [6, 17]. Reliably characterizing the origin of the GCE therefore requires an improved understanding of the Galactic diffuse contribution. Complementary to building better models of this emission are methods that augment existing models by introducing extra spatial and/or spectral degree of freedom that aim to account for uncertainties in our knowledge of diffuse emission of Galactic origin [18, 10, 19, 20]. In particular, Refs. [18, 10] used regularized likelihoods to build adaptive templates for the Galactic
diffuse emission. More recently, Ref. [19] showed that some of the practical issues associated with
imperfect background modeling can be alleviated by marginalizing over the large-scale structure of
the diffuse model in the basis of spherical harmonics. In this work, we present a complementary
approach that uses Gaussian processes and recent advances in variation inference to build flexible
models of the Galactic diffuse emission with the goal of robustly characterizing the γ-ray sky.

2 Model and inference

Template regression Template regression is a standard technique in astrophysics and cosmology
where spatially and/or spectrally binned data is described through a set of spatial templates, binned
the same way as the data, each representing the contribution of a particular modeled component,
either signal or background. For counts data, Poisson template regression is often employed, where
the data is assumed to be a Poisson realization of the modeled emission. Focusing on a single spectral
bin with \( p \) indexing spatial bins, we have the pixel-wise counts data \( d^p \sim \text{Pois} (\mu^p (\theta)) \), where \( \theta \)
represents the template parameters. Most commonly, the template parameters correspond to overall
normalizations \( A_i \) of the individual spatial templates \( T^p_i \), i.e. \( \mu^p (\theta) = \sum_i A^p_i T^p_i \). This framework
is often employed to search for the evidence of a particular signal (e.g., emission of dark matter
origin) in counts data while accounting for uncertainties in the normalizations of background template
parameters in either a Bayesian [21] of frequentist [22] setting.

Beyond Poisson template regression, methods based on the 1-point PDF of photon counts can
model the contribution of populations of unresolved PSs to the counts data, where each PS is too
dim to be resolved individually but the collective emission from the population can be detected
statistically [23, 24]. These methods can be used in a model comparison setting to differentiate
between PS-like (‘clumpy’) and DM-like (‘smooth’) origins of a signal following a given spatial
morphology. While we focus on the simpler case of Poisson regression in this work, extensions
to non-Poissonian template fitting are easily admitted by modifying the likelihood and introducing
additional parameters characterizing the contribution of unresolved PS populations [25].

Augmenting the diffuse template with Gaussian Processes A major drawback of traditional
template regression methods is that the spatial variation of various modeled contributions is fixed to
that specified by the templates \( T^p_i \), with the only flexibility afforded through an overall normalization
\( A_i \). In practice, the spatial emission profile of certain background components is not well-constrained,
and the use of rigid templates for these can introduce significant biases. Here, the goal is to mitigate
these issues by give additional spatial freedom to certain background templates—in particular, the
Galactic diffuse emission template—in order to enable more robust characterization of the other
modeled contributions. We propose doing so using Gaussian processes (GPs), which define a prior
distribution over the space of functions such that any collection of function values, evaluated at any
collection of points, has a multivariate Gaussian distribution. In particular, \( [f (x_1) , \ldots , f (x_n)] \sim
\mathcal{N} (m, K) \), where the covariance function \( K_{ij} = k (x_i, x_j) \) controls the inductive biases of the
GP model, e.g. its smoothness and periodicity, and the mean function \( m \) is often set to zero (see Refs. [26, 27]
for a review). Here we employ the Matérn kernel, and fix the smoothness parameter \( \nu = 5/2 \), which was found to work well in the present context. The more commonly used exponential
quadratic kernel, which corresponds to the ‘infinite smoothness’ limit \( \nu \to \infty \) of the Matérn kernel,
was found to generally be too smooth for the present application. The lengthscale and variance of the
kernel are hyperparameters of the GP. Since we are interested in modeling processes on (a sub-region
of) the celestial sphere, we use the great-circle distance (in angular units) as our distance measure.

Treating the other templates as before using an overall normalization factor, following Ref. [19] we
modulate the Galactic diffuse template (denoted with subscript ‘dif’) by a Gaussian process so that
the overall model is described by

\[
d^p \sim \text{Pois} \left( \sum_{i \neq \text{dif}} A^p_i T^p_i + \exp (f^p) \ A^p_{\text{dif}} T^p_{\text{dif}} \right)
\]

where \( f \sim \mathcal{N} (m, K) \) is the GP component and an exponential link function is used to ensure
positivity of the zero-mean GP component. We fix the non-GP multiplicative coefficient of the diffuse
template \( A_{\text{dif}} \) to the best-fit value found through a maximum-likelihood fit of the model without the
GP component in our region of interest. We note that setting the GP mean to zero does not imply a
zero predictive mean, and the GP component has ample freedom to model departures from the mean obtained in the initial fit.

Our ultimate goal is latent function inference, and there is not a distinction between training and test data points here as is often the case in applications of GPs to predictive models. In addition to the fact that the marginal/predictive likelihoods are not analytically tractable in this setting with a non-Gaussian likelihood, the datasets in question can be relatively large with \( n_{\text{pix}} \sim O(10^8) \) data points. We thus make use of sparse variational Gaussian process (SVGP) methods [28–30] implemented through GPyTorch [31], further relying on PyTorch [32].

**Variational inference** Our ultimate goal is to characterize the contribution of various templates and models to \( \gamma \)-ray data in parallel to learning the structure of the Gaussian process that accounts for large-scale uncertainties in the Galactic diffuse template. Even in the realm of sparse GPs, sampling the posterior distribution of various template parameters in conjunction with learning the GP (hyper)parameters is computationally expensive. Variational inference tackles this issue by approximating the posterior over parameters of interest with a simpler parameterized distribution, known as the variational distribution. The approximate density is then fit by maximizing a lower bound on the marginal log-likelihood, the evidence lower bound (ELBO) [33, 34].

For the Gaussian process component, the posterior of function values \( f^u \) over a smaller number \( n_u \leq n_{\text{pix}} \) of inducing points located at \( x_u \) is approximated using a multivariate Gaussian distribution \( q(f^u) = \mathcal{N}(m_u, K_u) \) with learned mean \( m_u \) and covariance \( K_u \), and the inducing point locations \( x_u \) themselves are learned parameters. The strategy of Ref. [35, 36], implemented in GPyTorch [31], is employed which uses a GP that jointly models the distribution of function values at the locations of the inducing points and pixel locations, and then marginalizes out the function values at the inducing points giving the desired variational distribution for the GP function values \( f^u \) at the pixel locations \( x_p \), i.e. \( q(f^u) = \int df^u p(f^u|x_p) q(f^u) \).

Besides the variational treatment of the GP component, a parametric form for the variational distribution over the model parameters characterizing the other spatial templates—in this case, the template normalizations—has to be chosen. A common choice is to again describe the joint variational distribution over all the parameters as a multivariate Gaussian with learned mean and covariance. This choice has several drawbacks for the present application—it restricts the form of the template parameter posteriors to (correlated) Gaussian distributions, and is additionally unable to model correlations between the GP component and template parameters. The ability to model such correlations and more complicated posterior distributions may be especially important in applications beyond the Poisson regression case we consider here—one can imagine, e.g., residuals associated to PS populations to be highly correlated with the GP latent function.

To allow for more expressive posterior distributions for the template parameters \( A_i \) and model correlations between the posteriors of the GP and template parameters, we use normalizing flows [37] conditioned on summary statistics \( s(f) \) of the GP samples to model the variational distribution of the template parameters \( q(A_i|s(f)) \). This is done following Ref. [29], starting with a unit Gaussian base distribution with diagonal covariance \( \mathcal{N}(0, I) \) and applying a series of inverse autoregressive flow (IAF) transformation—normalizing flows containing masked autoregressive neural networks (NNs) [38]—to model the template parameter variational distributions. The autoregressive NNs are augmented to take in additional context variables as inputs in order to condition the template posteriors on variables \( s(f) \) summarizing samples from the GP variational distribution (see Ref. [39] for details). In this work, we use a setup with 4 IAF transformations and autoregressive NNs with 3 hidden layers and 10 times the number of nodes per layer as input (template) parameters. The per-pixel-normalized dot product of the (exponentiated) GP sample \( \exp(f^p) \) with each spatial template as well as the mean and square root of the spatial variance of \( \exp(f^p) \) over the pixel locations \( x_p \) are used as context variables for conditioning the transformations in order to capture correlations between the GP and template parameters. We note that additional context variables characterizing the GP sample or even the entire GP map (or a downgraded version of it) may be used as inputs to the NNs in order to capture subtler correlations between the template and GP components, as required. The variational model is constructed using Pyro [40], with GPyTorch [31] used to to model the variational GP components.
3 Tests on simulated data

We use simulated Fermi-LAT γ-ray data to validate our pipeline using the example dataset and templates provided with Refs. [25, 19], corresponding to 413 weeks of data in the 2–20 GeV energy range (see Ref. [25] for additional information about the dataset). In addition to the γ-ray counts data, templates corresponding to resolved PSs from the Fermi 3FGL catalog [41], isotropically-uniform emission, and emission from the Fermi bubbles [42], are provided. The maps are spatially binned using HEALPix [46, 47] with nside=128. A region of interest (ROI) with latitude cut |b| > 2° and radial cut r < 20° is chosen, and resolved PSs from the 3FGL catalog masked at 0.8°. This corresponds to a typical GCE analysis ROI with npix = 4234 total pixels.

By creating simulated data using one Galactic diffuse model and analyzing it with another diffuse model, we can get a sense of how well we are able to recover the ‘ground truth’ diffuse mismodeling introduced in the setup. We create simulated data as a Poisson realization of the sum of templates in the analysis ROI best-fit to the real Fermi data, using Model O to model the Galactic diffuse emission. Two separate templates for the Galactic diffuse emission are independently floated for Model O—one correlated with the gas, accounting for a combination of emission due to bremsstrahlung and neutral pion decay, and another modeling inverse Compton emission (see Ref. [19] for further details). We then analyze the simulated data with the p6v11 diffuse model, using Poisson regression with a GP modulating the single diffuse emission template as in Eq. (1). The GP hyperparameters—its lengthscale and variance—are fixed to respective mean values obtained by performing an exact GP regression of the diffuse model used in the fit with a suite of other diffuse models from Ref. [48] (not including diffuse Model O, which was used to create the simulated data) in the analysis ROI.

Since each pixel is conditionally independent given the model parameters, subsampling can be used to significantly speed up inference while serving as an additional source of stochasticity during training. The model is trained using the Adam optimizer [49] with learning rate α = 10^-3 and other parameters set to their default values in the PyTorch implementation, and run for 50,000 iterations with a subsample size of 1500 and 200 inducing points. Fig. 1 shows the posterior-predictive distributions for the template normalization parameters (bottom row) as well as the pixel-wise median and 95% highest-posterior density interval of the exponentiated Gaussian process (top left, shown as a function of HEALPix pixel index within the analysis ROI), obtained by taking 1000 samples from the respective predictive distributions. Ground truth values for the template normalizations and multiplicative mismodeling are shown in red. We see that the GP is able to faithfully model the residual large-scale mismodeling in the diffuse emission, and the normalizations of the respective
Poissonian templates are correctly recovered. The median inferred GP map is shown in the top right panel.

4 Conclusions and outlook

We have introduced a novel method to account for mismodeling in analyses of astrophysical counts data with a particular emphasis on modeling uncertainties in emission of Galactic diffuse origin in \( \gamma \)-ray analyses. An immediate application of our method is to characterize the statistical nature of the Fermi Galactic Center Excess while accounting for large-scale diffuse mismodeling uncertainties, which would require extending our framework to, e.g., use a likelihood based on the the 1-point PDF instead of Eq. (1). We defer application of this method to Fermi data, as well as a comparison with established approaches based on rigid templates and spherical harmonics [19], to future work.

Beyond their application to Poisson regression and 1-point PDF methods, GPs can also be naturally included as components of machine learning-aided \( \gamma \)-ray analyses [50, 51]. Additionally, given uncertainties in the spatial distribution of the GCE signal itself and their potential to bias statistical inference of its nature [52, 53], GP-based analyses can be extended to infer the signal morphology in a data-driven manner.

Code and data used for reproducing the results presented in this paper is available at https://github.com/smsharma/gamma-gp.

Broader Impact

Accounting for epistemic uncertainty is crucial for making robust conclusions from data in machine learning applications. This work is part of the broader scientific effort to design and implement techniques that attempt to incorporate deficiencies in our ability to model consequential aspects of real-world data in a principled manner.

We acknowledge the importance of considering the ethical implications of scientific research in general, and machine learning research in particular, as well as of placing both the process and output of scientific research in a broader societal context. We do not believe the present work presents any issues in this regard.
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